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In 2022, it is going to be particularly interesting to see how 
strong a line underwriters can continue to hold on rate  

and terms. 

We bring 
you the 
latest on:

Rates Capacity Appetite

Incremental new capacity and ambitious growth 
targets from existing carriers is inevitably creating 
more of a competitive environment. It is mainly 
on new business coming into the London and 
international markets where underwriters are 
competing most fiercely on accounts. There remain 
exceptions with cyber leading the way among the 
tougher classes.

Generally, underwriting discipline is still apparent in terms of what is 
within appetite. Carriers are only gradually beginning to broaden  
their scope away from tightly constrained parameters in their  
business plans. Well presented submissions continue to have the  
best chance of success. Restructuring of programmes can be  
achieved with positive results. 

Among macro factors influencing the marketplace include: ESG 
adoption leading to restrictions on industry sectors such as 
fossil fuel; Covid stimuli packages introduced by governments 
will increase construction activity and have positive knock-on 
effects elsewhere; continually changing travel and office working 
restrictions are a having a “stop-go” effect on the momentum that 
was building as more in person meetings were taking place.   

Reinsurance renewals experienced a mixed set of outcomes with 
casualty becoming relatively more attractive to reinsurers, while 
property CAT saw a further tightening. The latter was influenced  
by numerous natural events losses through 2021. Climate change 
is potentially going to become as much a factor of forward capital 
costs calculations for carriers as the escalating social inflation 
environment is for casualty. Specialist lines have also gained in 
appeal to some reinsurers. How much of the increased costs to 
pass on or retain will be a source of competitive differentiation for 
direct carriers.  

To help you successfully navigate the market, our practitioners 
have compiled their thoughts and guidance. Each of the 
contributors is a practitioner and with their respective teams they 
are trading in the marketplace day in day out. In this report we can 
only provide a snapshot at a moment in time, and we therefore 
encourage you to maintain a dialogue with our teams. This way 
you can stay current and provide your clients with the best advice 
on how to plan for and achieve successful outcomes.
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Jonathan Pooley
T  +44 20 7031 2860

David Eliot
T  +44 20 7031 2683

Accident  
& health

Active 
assailant

• Rates are continuing to show signs of hardening although it is still not at the level experienced in 
other markets yet.

• US Disability and US Sport continue to be under the spotlight following several years of  
poor results.

• Capacity remains strong and to an extent this is hampering underwriters push to increase rates. 

• Miller remains very well positioned with in-house facilities and other market facilities to find 
solutions for our clients.

• Pricing remains flat on a renewal basis and continues to be refined to match the exposed risk and 
the territory, rather than blanket state-wide pricing. This leads to more appropriate premium levels.

• Increasing purchasing activity as people return to public places, entertainment and sporting venues 
with pricing having been built into budgets from prior investigation of markets by more savvy buyers.

• Our Active Assailant facility is growing in terms of sophistication and relevance, ensuring that tailored 
wordings match the specific needs of the clients.

• The facility is set up for a max limit of USD50m any one risk, which is then supplemented with open 
market placings for higher limits.

Oliver Lombard
T  +44 20 7031 2859

Cargo & stock 
throughput

• Capacity in the London Market has continued to grow since the last bulletin. This is a combination of 
new markets entering the space and existing companies and syndicates targeting growth. 

• Underwriters are continuing to push rates and we are typically seeing single digit increases on 
clean renewals. In addition to a deceleration in rate increase on renewals, we are seeing London 
underwriters being more competitive on new business. 

• Appetite is broadening and underwriters are willing to work with brokers to offer creative solutions 
on challenging accounts. For example, London is being much more competitive on industries such as 
distilleries, arms and ammunition and transit including installation risks. 
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• The upward trajectory of rate increases in the US Casualty market has remained consistent to that 
which we have witnessed in recent years. Constraints on capacity within the large and complex 
space remain evident.  

• Capacity for risks posing a lessor hazard is available however the effort to recalibrate historical pricing 
and/or exposures via an increased attachment point or reduced coverage remain apparent.  
General Liability rate increases range from 10% - 20% with Excess and Umbrella increases ranging 
from 15% - 50% depending on the level of hazard presented. Classes such as Wildfire, Habitational, 
Sexual Molestation, Commercial Auto and ‘tough to place’ products are thoroughly scrutinised. 
The need for highly detailed underwriting information to demonstrate the quality of the specific 
account against that of its peers is paramount. London remains open to exploring innovative and 
creative programme structures that are tailored to an individual insured’s needs in a bid to soften any 
dramatic increases on rate within certain classes. 

• Providing layered structures on a quota share basis affords insureds the ability to potentially save 
on overall cost, noting rate relativity throughout the tower, whilst allowing insurers to manage their 
overall downside achieving the best rate of return for their capital. The importance of clear and 
concise underwriting data 30-60 days ahead of inception is proving paramount when operating in a 
world of increased submission flow and “intermittent” but largely limited face-to-face interaction. 

• Carriers continue to review historical coverages provided. Questions pertaining to the need or 
relevance of certain coverages which would typically fall outside that of General Liability continue 
to be raised. Coverage specific to Chemicals, Energy, Communicable Disease (typically that of 
Covid-19), Professional and Abuse and Molestation remain the most under scrutiny. 

• Whilst new insurers have entered the Casualty arena, we are yet to reach the surplus needed 
to result in downward pressure on rates and overall pricing. The London market continues to be 
competitive for insureds which require higher excess towers. Whilst dependant on the risk at hand, 
carrier average line sizes range between USD10m – USD25m with carriers typically wanting to 
ventilate capacity where possible. 

Mark West
T  +44 20 7031 2915

Casualty US

• We are seeing a slight softening to the hard market conditions that have prevailed over the past  
3 years. Liability insurers have generally been pushing for compounded annual rate increases of  
15% across their wider portfolios, but we expect this to level off throughout 2022.  Exceptions to 
this will be in certain hard to place pockets such as Excess Auto - especially those with cross-border 
(US) exposures. The need for markets to continue to drive rate is being driven by claims inflation, and 
increased concerns about future catastrophe losses in emerging risk areas such as climate  
change litigation.

• Rate increases in what have been seen as the more challenging areas of snow removal and roofing 
are generally coming into line with Insurers wider portfolio as the rate adequacy of these risks is seen 
to have materially improved after the past few years of remediation. 

Philip Johnson
T  +44 20 7031 2671

Casualty Canada
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• Rate increases have remained steady, and we are continuing to see rates approximately 5% higher 
than 12 months ago for standard risks. That being said, risks highly exposed to natural perils are 
seeing higher rate increases as capacity is reduced. 

• Sub-limits and limits for extensions in cover remain higher in London than seen in domestic markets, 
providing a competitive differentiation in favour of London.

• Underwriters’ appetite for risk remains broad and all types of risks are considered, midstream and 
energy related projects remain popular among London underwriters however heavy civils, tunnelling 
and hydro projects are tougher to place as are smaller projects and ‘Wet’ risks such as harbours  
and jetties. 

• We are seeing an increased focus on the use of social impact reports from a number of key markets, 
which are implemented at a corporate level and can also affect underwriters’ appetite, especially for 
coal related projects.

• For standard four walled building projects, water damage mitigation and fire protection measures 
are of increasing concern for underwriters. Our successful approach is to work with Insureds to 
understand these risks for their project and recommend measures in place that would ultimately 
reduce deductibles and/or rates.

• Wood Frame capacity has significantly diminished, a few markets will provide follow support to 
selected domestic leaders that have imposed strict security terms.

• Capacity in London for well-presented risks remains strong. Risks are taking longer to place as there 
remain few lead markets willing to quote and follow markets can still determine the final terms 
and total cost. High quality underwriting information is still crucial to get the best terms and most 
effective responses from underwriters as well as early engagement on master programme renewals 
or upcoming opportunities.

• There remains abundant capacity and appetite for larger construction projects with values over 
USD100m, however Insurers are increasingly willing to review lower limit projects that are  
within appetite.

Construction

Andrew Clydesdale
T  +44 20 7031 2301

• On risks that fall within core appetites, such as manufacturing with limited US exposure, renewable 
energy and construction, capacity is abundant and the market competitive. With Lloyd’s having 
allowed aggregate exposure growth for the first time in 2022 with premium growth of 15% to 
£43.7bn across all lines, we have seen an increased willingness of Casualty markets to write  
new business. This coupled with our strong market clout and relationships, means we are uniquely well 
positioned this year to secure best in class terms for our clients in these areas. 

• A major area we have seen a withdrawal of appetite has been on thermal coal and oil sands  
exposed accounts. From January 1 2022, Lloyd’s ESG rules prevent Syndicates writing ‘new’ business  
with material exposures in this sector. Miller do of course provide access to an international spread of 
non-Lloyd’s markets, and we are happy to discuss strategy, diversification plans and ESG as may 
be appropriate. 

• Miller exclusive facilities remain a core part of our strategy. These facilities provide Miller with  
ring-fenced premium income, access to market leading competitive rates and provide us with 
dedicated capacity in certain hard to place business segments that would not otherwise be achievable  
in the open market.
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• Premium rates remain high across all subclasses of Contingency post Covid-19 losses. Over the last 
few months, consistency has returned in respect of rating for larger capacity placements.

• There is plenty of appetite in the London market, but rates are high and terms & conditions are 
being reviewed carefully.

• Global tours, outdoor events are in scope with London underwriters.

• With many large events and world tours being planned in 2022, the reduction in capacity post 
Covid-19 losses is becoming more apparent. Insurers remain cautious when deploying capacity, so it 
is key to structure policies correctly in order to maximise what is available.

Contingency

Carl Baxter
T  +44 20 7031 2342

• The cyber market continued to harden throughout 2021. Rate increases of 100% were common 
place on clean accounts with 300%+ rate increases not uncommon and often coupled with 
increased retentions and restricted coverages. These rate increases are expected to continue, 
certainly through Q1 and Q2 of 2022. London’s Underwriters continued to move towards more of 
an excess position leaving limited primary markets available. 

• Underwriters continue to focus on accounts that are “core appetite”, with limited scope for new 
business that does not have “best-in-class” controls. This is driven by underwriters reshaping their 
portfolios and limited premium capacity. Some industry sectors have become virtually impossible to 
place with extremely limited appetite for Education, Municipalities, Government Entities and IT and 
Managed Service Providers. Miscellaneous E&O cover is extremely hard to find on new business 
and is often being stripped out of Underwriters existing renewal business.

• Extensive underwriting information is required on every risk with the completion of supplementary 
ransomware applications needed as standard. Key underwriting information includes ransomware 
protection (Endpoint Detection and Response software, Multi Factor Authentication and employee 
training), network topography (segregation, access controls) and backups (storage, encryption, 
segregation and access). Underwriters continue to walk away from long-standing renewals (or 
offering constructive non-renewal terms) on accounts without adequate controls. 

• Line size management continues, with most Underwriters now offering maximum 5m lines although 
it is still possible to get higher limits on best-in-class accounts from some markets. 2.5m lines are 
now being used more regularly to help build towers. Capacity is still available, for the right risk, but 
smaller line sizes make constructing a significant tower a challenging and lengthy process.  
Constant and early communication prior to inception/renewal is critical.

Cyber & tech E&O

Debbie Hobbs
T  +44 20 7031 2735
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• Whilst we have seen our markets continuing to push for rate increases, this has stabilised somewhat 
against what we saw this time last year. The reasons for this are predominantly the new capacity that 
is emerging. 

 – Offshore risks we are not seeing rises above 10%.
 – Onshore risks 10%-15% increases where the pricing has already been corrected, the large 
increases our Insureds faced a year ago are starting to soften, rises can be less where there is 
already a keen rate online. 

• Primary and lead excess capacity remains scarce, although we do have new entrants such as Ark with 
Tom Davies, who started in January to lead off a GL and lead umbrella book of business. As well as 
the likes of IQ, Inigo and White Bear. Insurers continue to take advantage of the favourable rating 
environment following the rating corrections of the past 18-24 months and on a higher excess basis 
there remains abundant capacity.

• Underwriting still requires more lead time than it did in softer years, to allow for the greater degree of 
analysis, and a thorough review of the conditions.

Energy liability

Felicity Lyne
T  +44 20 7031 2670

• Insurers are close to technical ratings for risk, and we are now seeing flat to low single digit rate 
increases for non-CAT exposed/clean risks.

• Upstream and downstream markets continue to target the midstream sector. Downstream insurers 
are showing signs and willingness to use their capacity with increased lines on risks in the refining & 
petrochemical space where possible.

• No significant new market entrants, but companies are willing to deploy more of their available 
capacity with the positive rate movement from preceding years.

Energy midstream, 
downstream & 
petrochemicals

Graeme Valentine
T  +44 20 7031 2652

Energy upstream • Initial feedback from the market following the recent round of reinsurance renewals is that premiums 
for energy reinsurance programmes have largely remained flat, with some moderate changes made 
to conditions and retentions. This should come generally as good news to direct buyers of upstream 
energy insurance, as we currently expect carriers to no longer be looking to pass on additional 
reinsurance costs. 

Lianne Portman 
T  +44 20 7031 2579
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• Rates remain high post the pre-Covid hardening of the market and following the effects of the Covid 
Pandemic itself. Difficulty with rate is increased with the spotlight being pointed at the area by Lloyd’s 
and their internal push for rates. We are countering this by exploring options with those syndicates 
with their own company paper and utilising new relationships with markets operating outside of Lloyd’s. 

• Appetite is consistently conservative. Due to increasingly difficult domestic conditions we and the 
market generally have seen a huge influx in submissions. Underwriters have generally chosen to 
slim appetite to large business only. Therefore, the appetite in areas such as allied health remains 
almost non-existent and Long-Term Care is minimal (but possible). Appetite remains for hospitals, but 
minimum self-insured retentions remain between USD1m and USD2m. 

• In the last 12 months we have seen the underwriters consider broader exposures opportunistically 
outside of LTC and hospitals. This includes risks with correctional exposure (minimum retention of 
USD500k on correctional risks).

• Focus internally is on risks where domestic markets are struggling and where potential issues with 
concurrent retroactive date (i.e. post risk being part of a Risk Retention Group). 

Back to 
contents

• For US upstream and midstream business specifically, we are likely to see a continued push for low to 
mid-single digit rate increases on renewal business and expect this trend to continue throughout  
the year. We expect underwriters will continue to seek minor improvements specifically to pricing 
in the onshore book for control of well. Clients with saltwater disposal assets have been closely 
scrutinised by Insurers over the last couple of years, as this has been a difficult class to write profitably. 
We anticipate that the changes recently implemented by underwriters will have been enough to put 
Underwriters back into a position of profit and consequently the terms and pricing have reached a 
consensus within the market. With regard to fracking service contractors, we expect to continue to 
see a tightening of coverage, and this will continue to play out into 2022. 

• Market capacity is likely to remain stable and we anticipate more carriers will be willing to offer lead 
terms, giving clients further choice and options with regards to their insurance placements.

• Following a continued hardening across all sectors of D&O, we are now starting to see signs that this 
might have peaked. 

• Rate increases are still typical in most cases from 15% to over 100%. 

• We continue to see lots of SPAC submissions coming from the US.

• Financial Institutions are also hardening, although not to the extent of D&O yet. Continued flow of 
investment management business from the US, due to a narrowing of appetite for this business locally. 

• For both lines, market appetite for new business is strictly core and extensions are hard to achieve 
with tough conditions applied with coverage paired back. 

• Transactional risk remains steady, although a lot of due diligence is required to avoid pandemic related 
exclusions being imposed.

• Our team has further expanded with more recruitment.

Executive, 
management, 
transactional, 

financial institutions

Thomas Coates
T  +44 20 7031 2990 

Charles Carr 
T  +44 20 7031 2335

Healthcare
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• Rating increases have continued to gradually ease with many underwriters and insurers having had 
the opportunity to differentiate between “good” and “poor” performing risks, with sections of the 
market now beginning to achieve more adequate pricing across their portfolios. Underperforming 
accounts will continue to receive pressure with carriers seeking to achieve rating increases.  
Options still remain available in terms of amending retention levels and coverage to ensure a balance 
is achieved between parties. 

• Appetite remains largely unchanged with no dramatic changes to note, carriers continue to be in no 
rush to take on any risk that does not fit within their own underwriting parameters. 

• Capacity too remains largely unchanged following our previous update with no major variations  
to note.

Alex Howard-Smith 
T  +44 20 7031 2537

Hull &  
machinery

• Appetite remains buoyant in the marine and transportation liability markets in London. There hasn’t 
been any further capacity increases since the new entrants in the end of 2020 – 2021 being ERS 
(IQUW), Inigo and Navium.

• Although sufficient capacity, the market continues to harden due to the deteriorating performance 
of the ‘G’ risk code, which is the code allocated to marine liability and ancillary coverages in Lloyd’s. 
We are seeing rate rises of between 10 – 15% across the board depending on specific product class, 
claims performance and the amount of previous “rate surgery”. 

• As per the last market update, accounts with losses and 1st umbrella and excesses are seeing 
significantly larger rises, with insurers looking to make pricing corrections to a historically  
underpaid product. 

• There is also still significant appetite in the ports and terminals/marine property product class, where 
we are seeing the rating environment steady quicker than marine liability.

Jake Jauncey  
T  +44 20 7031 2476

Marine and 
transportation 

liability

• Rates are hardening slightly with around 10% to 15% increases being recognised, particularly where 
some cyber coverage is included. 

• Retentions are increasing substantially and are often being doubled. Tower sizes are shrinking due to 
the combination of rate and retention increases. 

• Appetites remain broad for most Media E&O classes, particularly marketing, publishers, broadcasters, 
film and TV producers and multimedia organisations. Primary cover for musicians and music 
publishers remains challenging.

Media liability

Debbie Hobbs
T  +44 20 7031 2735
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• There is some upwards pressure still being felt. Increased losses were seen in 2021, notably with 
independent power producers. Poor performance in IPP leading to increases of plus 15% with 
traditional power plus 10% in rate. Minimum premiums still in play for the smaller accounts.  
Coal remains the outliers with severely constrained capacity driving significant rate increases.

• The renewable energy markets remain focussed on natural catastrophe perils, particularly severe 
convective storm (hail/tornado/lightning) exposure. Appetite is still principally focussed on  
wind and solar; with emerging technologies like biomass, biofuels, WtE being pushed into  
energy/power markets. Focus by insurers on spacing for Lithium-Ion BESS projects. There is new 
follow capacity into the market, but currently no new leaders.

Power utility &
 renewable energy

Daniel Nicholls
T  +44 20 7031 2738

• Rates are generally flat to +5% on renewals, depending on individual risk performance.  
Underwriters are pushing for rate increases of 5% across portfolios but pressure from new market 
entrants is making this difficult to achieve. 

• The market is still competitive, so reductions are available when approached correctly and  
marketed strategically. This is especially prevalent when new buyers of this specialist cover come to 
the market for the first time and price is a key dynamic. The market remains very competitive for new 
business opportunities.

• Breadth of policy cover meets more of our clients’ exposures than ever. The market covers multiple 
industries including (but not limited to); food and beverage, automotive components, pharmaceuticals, 
packaging, aviation warranty, supermarkets, restaurants/foodborne illness and consumer products.

• Total market capacity is set to increase in 2022 with a number of new entrants in the US and  
London markets. There is a marked shift towards quota share deals, utilising the subscription market 
for which Lloyd’s is renowned. Large amounts of capacity (relative to recall markets maximum line sizes) 
can be aggregated quickly to the benefit of insureds.

Product recall

Jamie Webb
T  +44 20 7031 2981

• There is certainly hardening in the US market with certain carriers non-renewing/making changes 
on renewals.

• There is plenty of appetite from our Lloyd’s markets for this class and we’re seeing a significant 
amount of success as our markets haven’t hardened to the same extent. 

Professional E&O 
(architects and 
engineers) and 

contractors

Martin Pipe 
T  +44 20 7031 2529
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• Rates have seen clean renewals circa +5%, loss affected, and cat exposed will exceed this level 
dependent on the quantum, risk profile and amount of capacity required from our markets.

• Appetite wise, the general property book (non-energy) continues to focus on softer occupancies with 
cat exposure in their profile including general real estate, however, will extend to food processing and 
light manufacturing for example, very much dependent on quality of risk information. New business 
submission flow remains high, including for Ida affected risks leading to only the better submissions 
gaining underwriters’ attention and terms.

• Fidelis continue to write aggressively, aiming to ventilate capacity throughout two and sometimes 
more layers of a program. Inigo are developing in the primary space and IQUW are looking to write 
primary and first excess layers in addition. Ki continues to offer beneficial disruption to clients, with an 
increased line size for 2022 that can be automatically deployed behind certain, pre-agreed lead  
Lloyd’s syndicates. Lloyd’s carriers in general continue to seek rate as 2021 looks set to be another 
loss-making year for North American property.

Property

Honor Jones
T  +44 20 7031 2513

• There is also plenty of capacity still, although some syndicates are beginning to reduce primary 
limit sizes, which requires us to seek excess - this is currently not an issue to find.

• With respects to the Canadian market, there’s certainly a lot of hardening however from a very  
low base. There are more Canadian opportunities coming through.

• Property: Insurers are more selective on new risks and in some cases reducing capacity at renewal. 
Capacity continues to be a challenge on heavier non-target trades. Detailed submissions with 
adequate COPE information is key to securing best terms. +10% rate increases are being applied on 
the majority of property renewals. 

• Liability (Employers/General): Rate increases are being requested at renewal (5-10%), although 
expiring terms are achievable on well running risks. There is still appetite amongst insurers to write 
well managed EL and PL risks. 

• Motor (Auto): Insurers are requesting increases, although there are savings to be made on well  
running risks. Appetite to write new business remains strong as (private car) fleet sizes continue  
to reduce. With effect from 31 May 2021, legislation came into force, the ultimate objective of 
which is to reduce the costs associated with low value whiplash claims. 

• PA/Travel: Rate increases continue to be applied on the majority of renewals, regardless of claims 
performance and/or reduced travel patterns. Appetite and capacity for PA Travel is abundant. In most 
cases, cover for Covid related losses is provided, although referral is required when travelling to  
‘red list’ territories.

Matthew Nagle 
T  +44 20 7031 2590 

Reverse flow/
corporate retail UK 

domiciled risks
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• Rates remain consistent however increases are applied for retroactive cover with risks never being 
considered fully mature. 

• Capacity has been the hot topic over the past 12 months with the trend from umbrella carriers 
to reduce limits for this line of business. We see this continuing into 2022, however we are well 
positioned to leverage Miller’s exclusive capacity. 

• Appetite remains broad however, all risks are considered on a risk-by-risk basis with a focus on loss 
prevention efforts. 

• The market is not currently looking at risks with foster care/adoption services and massage exposure. 
Furthermore, appetite for religious risks is minimal with success only really seen on large placements 
(given the low rates of the religious casualty options with this line included on the package policy). 

• Pricing starts at roughly USD5,000 for a USD1m with limits available up to USD5m through Miller’s 
exclusive in-house facility. Total capacity available for standalone molestation liability is limited with a 
total of USD10m to USD15m, depending on the risk. The market can sit excess of domestic carriers 
and domestic packages (although form review will be essential to get comfortable).

Charles Carr 
T  +44 20 7031 2335 

Sexual 
molestation 

liability

• Rates continue to be flat, with rate reductions achieved if values increase but limit remains the same. 
We have facilities that accommodate risks so that underwriter minimum premium requirements  
are satisfied.

• Pricing for new terrorism risks is still very aggressive and is consistently able to beat pricing for TRIA, 
particularly if it is priced as a percentage of the All-Risks price.

• There is still huge appetite with underwriters increasing capacity in all territories and blast zones.

• Single situation risks are also trending with lenders requiring break out of locations from portfolios 
that have aggregate limit policies.

• Due to recent events in Hong Kong, Chile and USA, we have seen a large increase in Strikes, Riots 
and Civil Commotion (SRCC) submissions. All-Risk markets are looking to impose SRCC exclusions, 
and our market is here to provide a standalone solution.

Terrorism

David Eliot 
T  +44 20 7031 2683
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